Purpose: Although human habitats have changed dramatically since the age of the cavemen, we still seem to prefer more natural environments [1]. There is a great deal of research showing that participants experience greater stress and poorer psychological functioning after experiencing urban environments to more natural ones [2]. These comparative studies provide little information on the mechanisms behind this observation. To research this further the following study presented rural and urban images to participants in an fMRI scanner. The images shown were previously rated on attractiveness [1], so that responses to images matched and unmatched on attractiveness could be analysed.

Methods: Twenty-eight adults were included in the study. Forty rural and urban photograph images [1] were used as these have been rated on attractiveness by participants in a previous study [1]. These 40 images were presented randomly in one of two orders. See Figure 1 for a description of the activation paradigm.

Results: Results indicate that there are brain regions with significant additional activation to urban as opposed to rural image viewing (Figure 2). When images were matched on attractiveness ratings, the amount of activation following urban compared to rural image viewing decreased, although it was not completely removed. There was also additional activation of the insula (Figure 3). In contrast, no significant activation was seen following rural relative to urban image viewing.

Discussion: The relative activation patterns seen following urban and rural image viewing supports the prediction of Juricevic et al. [3] and research by Wilkins [4] [5] that during urban image viewing the brain needs to use more resources to process information. The general decrease of activation, when viewing urban relative to rural images that are matched for attractiveness suggests that image attractiveness mediates the activation differences and that to some extent features of the images are influencing the activation differences. This is also in line with the predictions of Ulrich [6]. It is unclear at this stage what these features are, although previous research suggests that it may be image familiarity [7] or deviation from the properties of natural images [3] [5]. This study in combination with previous literature supports using natural spaces to reduce stress and cognitive demand in response to urban environments.

Conclusion: This study provides support for anecdotal evidence that the brain processes rural and urban environments differently, and that processing urban environment requires greater exertion. As attractiveness seems to partially measure the factor/s contributing to greater neural activity in response to urban environments, further research should focus on factors relating to this to better understand the mechanism by which the brain processes and responds to urban and rural environments.
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